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MOTORTREND NAMES GENESIS GV70
2022 SUV OF THE YEAR
Best ever Genesis puts an entire luxury SUV segment on notice
(Los Angeles, CA) – MotorTrend announced today the Genesis GV70 as the winner of its “Golden
Calipers” for SUV of the Year. Besting nearly three dozen candidates, this year’s SUV of the Year stood
out from the formidable competition thanks to its strong value proposition, stellar driving experience,
engaging design, and an expansive package of standard features.
“We’re thrilled to honor the Genesis GV70 with our SUV of the Year award,” said MotorTrend Group
Head of Editorial, Ed Loh. “The GV70 astounds in the way it achieves all-around excellence thanks to its
fresh design, ample power, comfortable ride quality, and impressive feature set; MotorTrend’s 2022 SUV
of the Year hits all the right notes, and does it all at an unbelievable price.”

The Genesis GV70 was judged the winner from a field of 35 total all-new or significantly redesigned
SUVs by excelling against the MotorTrend of the Year award’s six key criteria: safety, efficiency, value,
advancement in design, engineering excellence, and performance of intended function.
“We are humbled that customers and industry experts have recognized GV70’s distinct character and our
commitment to excellence,” said Claudia Marquez, Chief Operating Officer of Genesis Motor America.
“With its bold design and suite of technology and safety features, GV70 delivers unrivaled comfort
without sacrificing a dynamic driving experience.”

The GV70 nails it in terms of design with a look that is unconventional and fresh, and an exterior style
that manages to deliver a distinctive and rich impression. “The design brings its own kind of luxury to the
equation,” MotorTrend Mexico editor Miguel Cortina said. “Genesis isn’t trying to copy Europe or
America or Japan—the GV70 does its own thing.”

The story is the same in the cabin, which could only have been crafted by a luxury brand thinking beyond
the norm. Its enormous 14.5-inch touchscreen is standard on every GV70, and it has more rear-seat space
than a number of competitors thanks to front seat backs that have been carved out to accommodate more
knee room. In the cargo area you find 28.9 cubic feet of usable space behind the rear seats, more than
almost every vehicle in the segment.

Genesis has also been making a name for itself by offering an extensive amount of standard features for
its vehicles at a competitive price point, and the GV70 is no different. It comes impressively well
equipped with AWD, adaptive cruise control, lane centering, blind-spot monitoring, and that 14.5-inch
screen. But beyond all of its copious equipment, what really drives the GV70’s value proposition home is
how considered and compelling the package feels as a whole.

In a segment stuffed with intriguing options, the Genesis GV70, which melds scintillating dynamics with
huge value and a level of practicality that’s rare among luxury vehicles, is nothing short of a revelation—
and as a result it is the only choice for the 2022 MotorTrend SUV of the Year honor.
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